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INTRODUCTION 

"Vision (the Mirid's Eye), Its Quality Lies with the Beholder." 

This author believes that visionary concepts should create 

equations and formulas and not the reverse. An author's capacity 

to communicate will oveiride his lack of visionary ability and 

influence the end product. 

2600 years ago, the Greek philosopher Thales, believed 

that there was a primary rnatter. This rnatter, if rnodified in 

various ways, cornprornised all the things we see around us as 

well as our own physical bodies. This quote referred to water 

on Earth. The concept of prirnary rnatter is a perfect analogy 

to the positivelv charged particles (PCP's) in our universe. 

This text is being prepared for the sole purpose of sharing 

the beautiful manner in which positively charged particles 

-18 -18{PCP's) intersecting at 10--cm and pulsating at 2 x 10--� 

second make our universe work. They create a unified field 

of forces, wi•th the energy being provided by nuclear furnaces 

{our suns) which transport and recycle all known energy. 

There will never be a tirne in space when this species, 

which evolved physically and formulated their ideas from their 

contact with this planet Earth, has the capacity to identify 

the outer lirnits of the Universe. Nor will there be a tirne, 

this species develops the technical capabilities to identify 

the size of a PCP. 

The assumotion that there is a beginning and an end to 

qur universe and that God always was and always will be limited 

the opportunity for man to understand his universe. 
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What Happened to the Visionaries of Our Universe? 

Visionaries B.C. 

The Greek philosopher Thales of Mitelus, 600 B.C., made 

the first reference to primary matter. 

The Greek philosopher Democritus, 460 - 357 B.C., 

suggested that matter was composed of very small indivisible 

bits. These combinations of atoms (meaning indivisible in 

Greek) make up all the varying substances of the world. 

The Greek Philosopher Aristotle, 384 - 322 B.C., believed 

that all motion requires an agency to produce it. An example, 

a bow string is drawn taut and held until released putting the 

arrow into flight. The flight of the arrow is accurately 

sustained by the feathers creating a vortex of air around it. 

The Book of Genesis 

600 - 300 B.C., scribes, from an early sect of Hebrews, 

created their first written language. Within this process, 

the Book of Genesis was created as part of the Pentateuch, the 

Jewish instructional law. In the Book of Genesis, it is written 

that Moses presented to his people the Ten Commandments written 

in stone. (Moses 1300 - 1200 B.C.) In what language were these 

tablets written one thousand years prior to the writing of the 

Book of Genesis? That, written on the tablets, is accepted 

as God's Word in the Torah, the Koran and the Bible. 

Theologians are known for their direct communication with 

God and, therefore, are not held accountable for their lack 

of authenticity. 
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This format creates an attitude among men not to question 

the written Word. Fear of not being accepted within a society 

causes blind faith and eliminates the potential for visionaries. 

Roman Empire 

On or about 415 A.D., the Roman Empire gave way to the 

marauding civilian populace. This populace destroyed the 

Alexandria Library which housed an accumulation of scrolls 

representing man's best effort to understand logic and physics. 

This was the final demise of great philosophers' and visionaries' 

contributions to the world. 

Within the Darkness 450 A.D. - 1250 A.D. 

The lack of control by the Roman Empire allowed Muhammad, 

(570 - 630 A.D.), to engulf and control the southern portion 

of Europe up to and including Spain. With this great military 

conquest he created and spread his own religion. The Koran 

was formulated by taking ideas from both Judaism and 

pre-Catholicism. These early scripts were created by writers 

formulating the early Arabic written language. Once again, 

this makes the printed word (Allah's Word) all powerful, thought 

controlling and establishes blind faith. 

Christianity came out of Greece about 300 A.D. settling 

in the catacombs around Rome. Religious men (Monks), 400 -

700 A.D., pilfered the Roman Temples while the bishops attempted 

to convert the temples to churches. Bishops, politically 

incensed, gathered power for the controversial position of 

supreme bishop now known as the Pope. 

© 1997 Henry D. ·Jacobs
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800 - 1200 A.D. Bishops and Monks, recounting so called 

religious events on script, created the New Testament. They 

controlled the parishioners by using Latin as the language of the 

faith among a populace of different languages and dialects. They 

represented their word as God's word. This created a blind faith 

sacrificing abstract thought. One of the most revealing episodes 

of a society controlled by Bishops was the formation 

of the Children Crusades from 1100 - 1200 A.D.. This period 

produced 800 years without visionaries and would be appropriately 

referred to as the Dark Ages. 

Reformation 

Martin Luther 1483 - 1546 A.D., as a religious leader, 

took advantage of the printing press, enabling him to spread 

his propaganda concerning reformation. This era gave new power 

to the printed word by mass producing the Bible and creating 

the Protestant religion (the Gospel Truth). 

Visionaries A.D. 

Leonardo da Vinci 1452 - 1519 A.D., he possessed some of 

the greatest inventive talents known to man. This great 

visionary was stigmatized by the religious environment from 

the earlier dogma of the Dark Ages. Without his artistic 

talents, in the creation of The Mona Lisa and Scenes of the 

Last Supper, his great visionary ability would have been lost 

to mankind. Skirting the religious and political repression 

of the time, da Vinci entered into the field of Science which 

was looked on as blasphemy. 
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He developed scientific theories about sunlight reflecting 

on the moon, water moving sediment in the sea, and mechanical 

apparatuses such as the helicopter, machine gun, bicycle and 

parachute. 

Nicolaus Copernicus 1473 - 1543 A.D., a mathematician 

and Church Cleric who sought to put the heavens in order. His 

main interest was to simplify the Ptolemaic system Catholicism 

considered sacred. His intentions were not to abandon the idea 

of God behind the Universe, but to create more symmetry than 

existed in the Ptolemaic system. For these efforts, he was 

reprimanded by the Church. 

Galileo 1564 - 1642 A.D., while developing the telescope, 

realized that the Earth rotated on its axis and orbited the 

Sun. This new discovery did not coincide with the Church's 

Ptolemaic view of the Universe. Catholicism controlled man's 

search for the truth and made the involvement with science 

a sin. Galileo was excommunicated from his Church when 

presenting the facts of his scientific undertaking to the 

religious world of Catholicism. Galileo, however, envisioned God 

interacting with the Universe in all his endeavors regarding 

scientific discovery. 

Sir Isaac Newton 1642 - 1727 A.D., theorized gravity as 

an inner force of mass holding the planets within their orbit. 

Albert Einstein 1879 - 1955 A.D., awarded the Nobel Prize in 

1921 for his explanation of the photoelectric effect. Philipp 

Lenard received the 1905 Nobel Prize for its discovery. 
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The Great Visionaries Isaac Newton and Albert Einstein Lead

Scientific Community Astray in Physics and Quantum Physics

Isaac Newton with the "Apple Effect" identified gravity

as an inner force. Albert Einstein's method of manufacturing

formulas randomly led to E=MC2. Einstein squared the speed

of a light frequency relative to mass. He multiplied two large

numbers 186,000 x 186,000 using the results relative to mass.

Einstein never demonstrated how the spectrum of light frequencies

travel. Nor did he present any evidence as to how a light 

frequency created a force within an atom of mass. 

The assumptions of Isaac Newton and Albert Einstein led to

the magnetic and gravitational fields being created by an

unidentifiable inner force. This inner force is without proper

continuity to counter centrifugal force caused by the Earth rotating

on its axis. Now, because of a few waves on a pond and Einstein's

General Theory of Relativity, a fabric is invoked that creates

an orbit for the Earth which warps time and space. Three problems

created: the Universe refuses to be warped, recognizes no man's

time; and this invoked fabric would cause our planets to rotate

in the opposite direction as the Earth actually turns today.

The Great Visionaries of today created the Universe at 

"Planck time", 10-43 seconds, 15 billion years ago with a 10-23

centimeter Super Atom. Gravity was the first force to escape

this constantly cooling and expanding Universe. The Black Holes

form and expansion stops causing the contraction of our Universe

into Nothingness. 
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"The Mind Produces Great Visionary Ability When It Eliminates 

the Impossible. Whatever Remains, No Matter How Incredible It 

Sounds, Is the Truth." 

Anthropology, The Search for our Species' Origins 

This search caused great controversy in religious circles. 

The assumption, that man had a large brain before he stood up to 

take on his world, by scientists, hampered the understanding of 

man's evolution. The recent discovery of knee bones that could 

lock defined the beginnings of Homo erectus. The ability to stand 

upright presented our ancestors the opportunity to be hunters and 

gatherers. The advantage of viewing the world from this different 

perspective added the necessary stress to develop the larger brain 

we have today known as Homo sapiens. 

Science reflects little understanding of the true nature of space. 

Cosmology and Suns of the Universe 

Scientists in this field are searching for time relative 

to space. Their focus is primarily on a beginning, expansion, 

Black Holes and contraction. This leaves no time for the 

important endeavor to understand how our suns function to keep 

this cosmos alive with energy. 

Gravity, the most important force in the Universe, is being 

completely overlooked. It looks as if the science of space 

has been turned into a search for creation. Scientists, making 

up their mind in regards to what they will find before they 

actually look, will certainly find what they are looking for, 

such as Theologians when looking for God. 
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"Science Reflects Little Understanding of the True Nature of Mass." 

Quantum Science and the Atoms of Elements 

Atoms were recognized as the smallest and the most 

significant part of matter for hundreds of years. The scientific 

community's interest should be to understand how an atom 

functions within itself and contributes to the element structure. 

Scientists have designated themselves as a demolition crew. 

They use an accelerator as a cannon making small meaningless 

particles. This wrecking process takes place solely to name 

and claim parts of an atom for a scientific award. These 

particles are very difficult to reproduce authentically with 

any significant accomplishment. Particles produced by 

accelerators decay early and some are never seen. What has 

been the advancement in science by producing these so called 

particles? 

Hadrons = Baryons (3 Quarks) and Mesons (2 Quarks (Pions)). 

Leptons = Positrons, Neutrinos, Muons and Tau Particles. 

Beauty (Bottom) = one of the 6 types or flavors of Quarks. 

Charm = one of the 6 types or flavors of Quarks. 

Color Force = is carried by Gluons to hold Quarks together. 

These great discoveries, particles seen for only a fraction 

of a second, have no value. The understanding of early decay 

would contribute to the advancement of science. Early decay 

caused by structural inadequacy should indicate that an unseen 

force is at work. 

The scientists of today believe the answer is in a larger cannon. 

© 1997 Henry D. Jacobs
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Physics - The Science of the Natural & Common Forces of Nature 

Using basic knowledge regarding the natural forces of 

nature, the ultimate unification exists. The positive entity 

in space is the intersecting PCP's creating a spatial circuitry. 

In mass, the intersection of PCP's activate every atom and play 

the intrinsic role in producing all energy in a Unified Universe. 

Jacobs' Positively Charged Particles (PCP's) 

Electrons in Mass (EM) 

 The positive entitv that, when intersecting at 2 x 10---18 per

second, creates all negative energy in our universe.) 

Jacobs' Continuity (A Unified Universe Field Theory) 

PCP's create the positive and negative entity unifying Universe. 

Energy Relative to Space & Mass (E=EMPCP'sl ) = Chemical Explosion 
(PCP's, exiting, contact electrons of neighboring atoms.) 

Energy Relative to Space & Mass (E=EMPCP's 1.5) = Fission

(PCP's, exiting, make contact with electrons of same atom.) 

Energy Relative to Space & Mass (E=EMPCP's2) = Fusion 

(PCP's, entering, induct electrons in nucleus of same atom.) 

Jacobs' Grid of Intersecting PCP's (GIPCP's) 

This grid consists of a PCP's intersection at 10-18crn and

pulsating at 2 x 10-18 per second in mass and space. In mass, the 

impact point, the nucleus of the atom, forces out surrounding 

electrons. In space, the intersecting PCP's are the positive 

force creating a negative sub-electrical repelling wave. 

All electromagnetic energy and frequencies inducted on 

grid are repelled at 300,000kms 

© 1997 Henry D. Jacobs 
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PCP's - the Nature of our Universe that Creates a Positive & Negative Entity 

(Creating Spatial Circuitry) & (Activating Every Atom in Mass)

2) 

3) 

4) 

1) PCP's the prime essence of the Universe, a positive entity.

PCP's are hypothetically 10-100 cm.

PCP's travel at 300,000kms. 

PCP's meet at 2 x 10 -18 per second in space and mass

creating an intersection every 10-18  cm producing . the GIPCP , s.

5) The PCP's intersection in mass create the nucleus of

every atom.

6) The impact of PCP's create the frequency that bind

the atoms together.

7) PCP's, upon entrance, force out a negative charge(s),

Electron(s) from the nucleus, according to the substance

of the atom(s).

8) PCP's, upon exiting the nucleus, leave a positive

charge(s), Proton(s), according to the substance of

the atom(s).

9) The electron is repelled away from the nucleus, within

its orbit, relative to every repeating intersecting PCP's

at 2 x 10 -18 per second.

10) Electrons circulating within the atom repel the electrons

of adjacent atoms.

11) The amount of electrons being produced is a direct result

of the type of substance within the atom.

12) The electrons are replaced, immediately upon escape,

by the next intersecting PCP's at (2 x 10-18 per second).

© 1997 Henry D. jacobs 
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13) Elements with unstable frequencies have a rapid loss

and replacement of electrons. This loss creates a

sub-electrical current in the element. The exiting

point is positive. The re-entry point is negative.

The negative frequency repelled around the element is

the magnetic field. The element is the magnet.

14) An electrical current, flowing through a wire, causing

the loss and replacement of the electrons

of the wire creates the surrounding magnetic field.

15) PCP's intersect in space at 10-18 cm, pulsate at 2 x 10-18

per second, creating a sub-electrical negative wave.

16) All electromagnetic energy created is immediately inducted

on the GIPCP's.

17) Electromagnetic energy such as light and radio frequencies,

inducted on the GIPCP's negative repelling wave, is

transported at 300,000kms.

18) E=EMPCP's1.5 (fission) energy being expressed when an

electromagnetic frequency interrupts the atomic frequency

of an atom. This frequency triggers the electrons into the

path of exiting PCP's as expressed in an atomic bomb.

19) E=EMPCP's 2 (fusion) the result of electrons being trapped

into the nucleus of an atom by incoming PCP's. This energy

is expressed in a hydrogen bomb or the nuclear furnaces of

our suns. Electromagnetic energy initiates

a rapid movement of electrons putting them in the path

of incoming PCP's which triggers fusion.

© 1997 Henry D. Jacobs ..·
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Positive Entities of our Universe - Gravitational & Magnetic Fields 

20) All mass has positive interiors with a negative electron 

repelling wave surrounding it. The nuclear fusion in

our suns create the greatest magnetic and gravitational 

fields of energy. These fields area result of very large 

numbers of electrons lost and replaced because of the 

nuclear fusion.

21) The magnetic field surrounding mass is caused when the 

electrons take a direct exit relative to the rotating axis. 

This exit causes a sub-electrical current within the mass. 

Their exiting point creates the positive referred to as the 

North Pole. A negative repelling wave is created that 

encompasses the mass and enters on the opposite end 

completing the circuit. This negative end is referred to as 

the South Pole, and the encompassing negative wave is 

detected as a magnetic field.

22) Gravity is the real expression of the positive entity

in the universe. Large areas of mass have strong positive 

inner cores with an encompassing field of negatively charged 

electrons. Mass having a negative exterior with positive 

interiors create an attraction/repulsion scenario. Whereas, 

the negative of one mass is attracted to the positive of the 

neighboring mass and vice versa. This situation causes the 

smaller mass to orbit a larger mass. This compels it to 

rotate on its axis toward the larger mass relative to its 

orbital direction.

© 1997 Henry D. Jacobs
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23) PCP's entering a mass from any and all directions, create a

nucleus for each and every atom within mass. The resistance

of the substance to the PCP's creates the atom's frequency.

The exiting of the PCP's maintain the appropriate number

and orbits of electrons relative to that element. This

contact with PCP's creates all forces relative to weight

and pressure in mass.

24) No electromagnetic energy can originate without a positive

initiation and a negative repulsion by man

or nature.

25) Lightning, in nature, is an expression of a positive entity

in our atmosphere. This energy is a result

of Hydrogen electron losses because of their

inability to completely connect with oxygen atoms.

The accumulation of negative electrons increases until

positive attraction by the PCP's intersection creates

ignition. The electromagnetic energy created by this

ignition is known as lightning.

26) All electromagnetic energy known as: electricity traveling

through wires, telephone, radio and television frequencies

are transported by a sub-electrical negative repelling wave

on the GIPCP's.

27) The hydroelectric dams and nuclear plants, that turn large

turbine generators, would be of no use if it

were not for a constant replacement of electrons in their

armatures by PCP's.

© 1997 Henry D. Jacobs 
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28) Suns are like nuclear furnaces that create the fusion

(E=EMPCP's2) to accelerate PCP's. This acceleration

of PCP's creates the energy necessary to maintain space

with PCP's traveling at a constant 300,000kms per second

creating the Jacobs' GIPCP's.

29) PCP's, leaving these nuclear furnaces deep within

the suns, carry large unknown amounts of electromagnetic

energy. This electromagnetic energy is shed immediately

creating strong magnetic and gravitational fields.

30) Suns (nuclear furnaces) produce the energy to accelerate

PCP's to higher velocities than the operating GIPCP's.

This additional velocity is undetectable as it produces

the energy replenishment to the GIPCP's.

This maintains the operation at 300,000kms per second.

PCP's are like rivers flowing into seas maintaining sea 

level. Rivers are the connection in recycling the water to the 

seas. PCP's furnish space with the energy necessary to 

maintain the GIPCP's. They are the connection in the recycling 

process initiated by our suns. 

The Jacobs' Unified Universe Field Theory is a recycling 

process with three undeniable properties: 

1) Suns (nuclear furnaces) produce and recycle all energy

and provide the acceleration for PCP's.

2) PCP's distribute energy to all areas of mass and space.

3) PCP's are the energy nature created to produce and

maintain a positive and negative charge in the atom.

© 1997 Henry D. Jacobs 
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2600 Years of Scientific of Questions Classified as Phenomena 

Answers based on Jacob's Unified Universe Field Theory. 

1 ) 

(The what, how and whys left unanswered by Cosmology.) 

How does gravity work in our Universe and on our planet? 

(Einstein identifies this entity of nature as a fabric 

which warps time and space. This fabric would cause the 

planets of our universe to rotate the opposite direction.) 

Mass has a constant loss of negative electrons which 

encompass such mass. The continuous replacement of these 

negative electrons by PCP's create a strong positive field 

within that mass. The strong positive fields within mass 

are attracted to the negative electrons encompassing 

opposing mass and vice versa. 

2) Why do electromagnetic frequencies travel at the same speed 

regardless of energy induced?

(Scientists have been unable to recognize this catalytic 

feature of nature, evidently believing frequencies travel 

relative to the energy introduced.)

Electromagnetic frequencies ride on a negative repelling 

wave identified by Jacobs' Grid of Intersecting PCP's.

3) How does the speed of light squared create a force in mass? 

The light frequency does not create a force in mass. It only 

identifies the speed of the intersecting PCP's which create 

the force in mass.

4) How can time and light warp space?

Time is irrelevant to the Universe and light only reflects.

© 1997 Henry D. Jacobs
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Answers based on Jacob's Unified Universe Field Theory. 

1 ) 

2 ) 

(The what, how and whys left unanswered by Quantum Physics.) 

What is a nuclear binding force within an atom? 

(Scientists have long been searching for such an entity. 

This search was initiated based on E=MC 2. Einstein squares 

a light frequency initiating a search with large 

accelerators that only identified early decay of atoms.) The 

atom's nucleus is formed by intersecting PCP's which force 

out electrons, replace electrons, and repel electrons. The 

energy in the atom is produced by intersecting PCP's. 

How does an atom get positively and negatively charged? 

(This key to the true nature of energy is overlooked.) 

The PCP intersection = positive charge (proton). 

Repelled force = negative charge (electrons). 

3) What is electricity?

4 ) 

(Scientists classify this energy as a phenomenon.)

Electricity is the energy, identified as a current, produced

by the constant replacement of electrons by the PCP's

intersecting at  2 x 10-18 per second.

How do some elements produce magnetism?

Atomic frequency of some elements allow electrons to escape

and be replaced by PCP's. Replacement creates an electrical

current in the element. Electrons exiting create (positive

end) and are repelled until re-entering (negative). This

recycling of electrons creates the magnetic field.

(+ exiting = North Pole); (- entering = South Pole)

© 1997 Henry D. Jacobs 
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The scientific world is so far out a context in this matter that it is unbelievable. I have only one 
quest left in my life, it is to make this public knowledge for laymen to understand in order to 
pressure the scientific world to look at it. 

The following is the conclusive proof I am correct and so was Nicklaus Tesla. 

The next time you use your cell phone in a room with four walls, ask yourself, is the energy 
from the battery forcing the frequency from the cellphone through these walls on all sides of 
you, or is this negative frequency simply attached to something that is constantly going through 
these walls? Which would be  more acceptable. 

Explaining Einstein E = Mc squared. How the speed of light is connected to energy in mass. 
Einstein created the equation then spent 30 years of his life trying to figure out what he 
created. 

(Fact) Sciences detected the cesium 1 :33 atom, the aluminum atom and the magnesium atom, 
pulsating at the same rate 9,192,631,770 cycles per second (known as radioactive decay). (From 
now on rounded down to 9,192,600,000.) 

The speed of light is 299,792,458 kilometers per second. (From now on rounded up to 
300,000 kilometers per second.) 

The question is how far does light travel for each pulse of the atom? 

9,192,600,000 divided into 150,000 kilometers per second. This is because, at all times 
2 Positively Charged Particles are traveling towards each other, making the connection at 
every 9,192,631,770 per sec. This connection creates the nucleus of every atom in our universe. 
{The distance between the particles is the (diameter of the Scientist's average atom). 

Every 150,000 connections equal 300,000 kilometers traveled. This means there are  
9,192,450,000 connections leftover in one sec, after light has traveled 300,000 kilometers. This  
means my 2 positively charged particles, each traveling towards each other at half the speed of 
light, cover a combined distance of 61,283 units, smaller than any positive measurement by man. 
This connection creates the speed of light and forces all negative electromagnetic energy to travel 
at 300,000 kilometers per sec. This is the time it takes light to travel across our impact area or 
( across an average atom). 

This beat was first detected in the cesium 133 atom. This atom operated our first atomic clocks. 
This is the ultimate proof that all energy is kinetic. It shows that the atom is not pulsating inside 
itself, but is actually beating to the connection of our positively charged particles producing 
(the kinetic energy o f  the universe). 

This is  the ultimate proof that all energy is  kinetic. 



Reading this remember there is only one logical answer in regards to any physics question. A 
unified field theory must answer anything and everything about all forms of energy and 
connect everything and anything to something with one simple answer or connection. 

Einstein 

The 1920s would prove to be a period of mostly fruitless endeavor for Einstein. By the middle 
of that decade, he was increasingly absorbed in an effort to reconcile his new theory of gravity 
with Maxwell theory of electromagnetism to produce what was called a unified field theory. 
This would mean finding a common thread in the laws that govern the very largest bodies like 
stars and planets, and those that apply to the infinitesimal world of the atom. 

It was this undertaking that would consume him for NEARLY 30 years and would come to 
nothing in his life (according to the scientific community). 

As Einstein grew older the dauntless thinker, who had once challenged Newton, became much 
more reluctant to overturn the centuries old assumption of physics, this was truly 
objectionable in the new theory of quantum mechanics, brought forth by Werner Heisenberg. 

Einstein called quantum mechanics a quirky action. Regardless this new science brought forth a 
universe operating, in a bizarre way, which produces black holes, wormhole, dark matter, 
antimatter, string theories, parallel universes, the fourth dimension and even leaving the 
possibility that God created the whole damn thing in the minds of many so-called scientists. On 
top of everything, eliminated the attraction of mass to mass as a force, in fact gravity is a non 
existing force (according to the scientific community). 

Why would science be so willing to accept one idea of Einstein's and completely denounces 
another that he spent 30 years of his life working with? 

This is why science cannot get their hands on my answers. It is because of what Einstein 
created in the early part of his life, but you want to remember that Einstein looked for the last 
30 years of his life for my theory. (His above efforts nearly had him excommunicated from the 
so-called Scientific World.) 

I think we should start with Einstein E = Mc squared. This is when he is talking about the Kinetic 
energy of our universe. 

Einstein measures the kinetic energy of the universe with the speed of light. He merely states 
that this Kinetic energy is present in mass. He does not say how or why the kinetic energy of 
space operates an atom of mass. 

Einstein's theory of space-time is also deeply flawed because it has no ability to explain the 
attraction factor of mass, and has eliminated gravity as a force. This idea eliminates any 
possibilities of creating a unified field theory that works. 

This is one of the big differences with my theory. The impact of positively charged particles 
creates gravity by leaving a positive and negative entity in each atom or impact area, which not 



only gives each atom its own force of gravity but also creates the actual spark of life and causes 
the kinetic energy of our universe. Gravity is the actual glue of the universe. Because each atom 
is attracted to each other. 

This is my theory, positively charged particles connect at every 10 to the -8 cm in mass and 
space, this connection of positively charged particles is the kinetic energy of the universe 
acting in every atom in the universe. Their impact or connection in mass is the area that creates 
the nucleus of science's atom. Our positive and negative world which is  the spark of life itself is 
created by this same impact. 

The kinetic energy of our universe, creates the force of gravity with its impact in mass, this 
makes gravity the actual glue of the universe and eliminates the big bang and expansion theory. 
Positively Charged Particles explain exactly how and what energy is in our universe. This impact is 
the entity that creates all life. It causes evolution to take place, in the manner it does. It creates 
the activity in every electrical connection within us. Cobalt bonding would not happen without 
the Jacobs Positively Charged Particles Grid. The hydrogen and oxygen atoms would have no 
mean to travel or express their frequency and connect and make water without this Grid. 

Without gravity in the center of an atom, we would have no ozone layer. The respective 
elements of the universe would not be able to come back together and create new planets 
from the soup created after a supernova. The planets and suns would not even be able to 
become round without gravity in the center of an atom. What more proof is there for this is the 
only way the universe can exist and the energy in it can work. 

I think we should start with what Einstein did, create E = Mc squared. This is when he is talking 
about the Kinetic energy of our universe. Einstein measures the kinetic energy of the universe 
with the speed of light. He merely says that this Kinetic energy is present in mass. He does not 
say how or why the kinetic energy of space operates an atom of mass. 

Einstein's theory of space-time is also deeply flawed because it has no ability to explain the 
attraction factor of mass and has eliminated gravity as a force. This eliminates any possibilities 
of creating a unified field theory that works, because the force of gravity as well as our positive 
and negative world, which is the spark of life itself, is created by the same impact of positively 
charged particles. This is kinetic  Energy at work in mass. 

There is only one name that should be considered with energy, that is Nickolas Tesla. 

Tesla's thought about Einstein is as follows: [a] magnificent mathematical garb which 
fascinates, dazzles and makes people blind to the underlying errors. His theory is like a beggar 
clothed in purple whom ignorant people take for a king... its exponents are brilliant men but 
they are metaphysicists rather than scientists... 

I believe all energy we used today is the kinetic energy of our universe, how we recognized 
this energy is what sciences have wrong. I understood this before, ( I  was familiar with Tesla's 
works.) 



By the year 1891, Nikola Tesla had invented many useful devices. It was during this year that 
Tesla made the following comments during a speech before the American Institute of Electrical 
Engineers: "Ere many generations pass, our machinery will be driven by a power obtainable at 
any point in the universe. This idea is not novel. [...] We find it in the delightful myth of 
Antheus, who derives power from the earth; we find it among the subtle speculations of one 
of your splendid mathematicians [...]. Throughout space there is energy. Is this energy static or 
kinetic! If static our hopes are in vain; if kinetic - and this we know it is, for certain - then it is a 
mere question of time when men will succeed in attaching their machinery to the very 
wheelwork of nature." 

This description of the physical mechanisms of the universe was given before Tesla became 
familiar with the Vedic science of the eastern Nations of India, Tibet, and Nepal. This science 
was first popularized in the United States and the west during the three year visit of Swami 
Vivekananda. 

I can only feel the pain that Tesla felt, when I realize how far we went in the wrong direction, 
because Einstein's and his scientific associates' inability to question Einstein's products with 
simple reasoning and logic. This is not fair to mankind. Mathematics should only be used for 
measuring results and not for creating a fabric that don't exist. This fabric is easily nullified 
with a simple logical and reasonable question, what some people would call old fashion 
common sense. 

Tesla argued: 

Tesla: "I hold that space cannot be curved, for the simple reason that it can have no properties. 
It might as well be said that God has properties. He has not, but only attributes and these are 
of our own making. Of properties we can only speak when dealing with matter filling the space. 
To say that in the presence of large bodies space becomes curved is equivalent to stating that 
something can act upon nothing. I, for one, refuse to subscribe to such a view." 

I  ask you this question did you realize that if our earth and the rest of the planets in our solar 
system was rolling on Einstein Fabric they Would roll in the opposite direction they do today?

I can only think the scientific community must want us to believe that physics as they know it, is 
something that is far beyond our capacity for logic and reason. 

Einstein's fabric and his theory of relativity never did answer the following question. What force 
created the attraction between Newton's apple and the earth? 

Newton: The principle that any two particles attract each other with a force that is 
proportional to the product of their masses and inversely proportional to the square of their 
separation. We use Newton's principles of attraction in our space travels or even the moon 
creating our tides. 

There is another simple question that science does not address. How much drag does the moon 
put on the earth's rotation to create the tides? This should be computable in foot pounds of 
energy. 



This creates another question for science. What powers the earth's rotation to counter the 
moon's drag? If Newton would have had the answer that I have in regards to identifying 
exactly what the force of gravity is, we would not have Black holes, no nuclear binding force or 
thinking we can travel at the speed of light in Einstein's space ship and get younger. In fact, 
there is a physics professor at the University of Washington working on a project and looking 
into the feasibility of traveling backwards in time, the proposition that would eliminate his very 
existence. He has received donations from private individuals for some of his research. 
Wouldn't this be  nice, we could instantly renew our fossil fuels here on earth? This time not 
create the automobile, stay with the horse and buggy and save our fossil fuels. If we can alter 
time in any fashion, we can alter mass, so the next step would only be to create a younger 
earth. 

The message I am trying to convey is that the degree that science is looking backwards is on 
anyone's imagination. We must find the ultimate free kinetic energy of space. 

There are several things wrong with the idea that time is in some way being warped into the 
fabric of space-time. 

Einstein got this idea because he did not understand how light travels. He always imagine 
himself riding on a light beam. You must understand the only thing that can instantaneously 
start in all directions at the speed of light is light itself. If mass does this you have an explosion, 
this is the kinetic energy of the universe at work. If Einstein got his wish I'm afraid him and his 
spaceship would simply make a big explosion because the only thing that can travel at the 
speed of light is  electromagnetic energy and the light from his body being torn apart from the 
acceleration of his molecules going in all directions at the same time. This is what happens 
when mass of any kind steps on the Jacobs Positively Charged Particles Grid. 

This is the deal if we can put mass onto the grid without the immediate acceleration, we 
have space travel. I have watch shows about wormholes, parallel universes, the string 
ltheory and it becomes very painful to watch these programs. I have to turn them off or I start 
c    u         ssi        n     g        a    t           m      y            T V   when they can throw logic and reason and any physics that we practice on 
this planet out the window. As soon as science can answer for me only one of several simple 
questions that we recognize on this planet each day, I would believe something they have to 
say. 

Why do we have a positive and negative electrical entity and exactly what creates it? 

How does Einstein's fabric create the attraction between mass? When I drop a stone to the 
ground we must use Newton's theory of gravity, the attraction of mass-to-mass to compute this 
force. 

If our earth is rolling on Einstein's fabric, why is it turning in the wrong direction like all the 
rest of the planets and even the moon? 

Why does all electromagnetic energy travel at three hundred kilometers per second? 

Think about this one, how can all the electrons that we use in all of our houses and factories, 
restaurants and any other electrical apparatus someone may use, turn around and get back 
through the ground cable at a generator at some hydroelectric dam 1000 of miles away? 



All the cars have generators in them, how do they get back there, how about an airplane 
traveling at 3000 miles an hour, how do they get back there? 

What is the force of magnetism without any ground cables, and no powering earth device 
that will work any place in our universe? 

What is powering all living things with an electrical system working within them? This 
includes the smallest of bacteria that you can only see with a microscope. 

When science can answer any one of these questions, they will be able to answer all of them 
and they will have discovered My Positively Charged Particles doing their job. I  do not think 
science even by accident will be able to discover free energy or create a spaceship that can 
travel at the speed of light because they have nothing but wormholes for brains. 

I think the best way to start this is from the beginning according to the scientific community, 
this is the idea of a big bang from a 10 to the -23 cm atom, and this created our universe 15 
billion years ago. This is ridiculous because there is no energy inside an atom, let alone enough 
to build a universe. 

I believe that the universe has been recycling for hundreds of billions of years, but I do agree 
our earth is only 4.6 billion years old. If there were a beginning, it would have to be in the form 
of a bubble blown off another energy bubble by some multi supernova energy. Regardless we 
are the star stuff of our universe and operating on its kinetic energy, not only creating our 
existence on this planet but the power to evolve into the creatures we are today. It is obvious 
what this is  and we will call it the spark of life. An electrical spark that all living matter is 
operating within each of us regardless of size or identity. This means we are not only stuff of 
our cosmos but we are still plug into its kinetic energy in order to keep us alive. Imagine looking 
into a microscope and seeing some bacteria jumping around this electrical component, it is the 
kinetic energy of our universe. If science cannot answer what powers this electrical energy in 
us, or what powers a regular earth magnet, they cannot have any idea what energy is. If 
science cannot answer these questions, how can science try to tell us what or when energy 
began. I have no idea why, when or how energy began, but I do understand exactly what it is 
and how it works. The nuclear fusion in our suns is constantly accelerating and forcing out 
positively charged particles faster than they come in, creating our energy bubble. These 
positively charged particles travel away from our suns as far as they can, but they are trying to 
return to another large negative entity, the exterior of another sun, so they must turn back. 

Their turning back is what forms the outer end to our energy bubble and creates the mirrored 
inner surface of our universe. They are also always bumping into each other and slowing down 
to nearly half the speed of light, their constant speed. 

The positively charged particles are approximately 10 to the minus 48 centimeters in diameter. 
They are 10 to the minus 8 cm apart, traveling toward each other at the 10 to the -9 per 
second, half the time it takes light to travel this distance. Closing the gap between each other 
at 10 to the 18 per second, this creates the speed of all electromagnetic energy (300,000 
kilometers per second). They connect with each other in every 10 to the -9 per 



second, forcing out the negative entity. This connection is recorded in the cesium 133 atom 
which beats at 9,192,631,770 cycles per second. In space this is the negative entity that all 
electromagnetic energy is repel on at 300,000 kilometers per second. In mass, this is what 
science calls the negative electron. In mass, this is the spark of life or the kinetic energy of our 
universe that creates life on this planet and powers each of us until we die. This connection of 
positively charged particles also creates the energy in magnets and is the factor that is 
reproducing the negative electrons in our field coils of our generators. 

Science has no understanding of the kinetic energy of our universe, although they want to tell 
us when and how it began (ridiculous). I want to make one example of where the scientific 
community is at in understanding the kinetic energy of our universe. 

They are like a bunch of Neanderthal hunters, 35,000 years ago one day when they were 
hunting mastodons. They come upon a large diesel engine operating an electrical generator, 
the engine is running, but only has enough fuel to run for a few days. They have no idea what 
this internal combustion engine is about, in spite of this, they understand what a great 
discovery they have. What they decided to do with their great discovery is the same as our 
scientific community has done with today's energy problem. The elders in their community, 
decided to set up camp near this noise machine even though there would not be a mastodon 
for miles because of this noise, and they would use the exhaust from the engine to cook their 
meat. They have no idea this is an electrical generator producing an electrical current or that it 
will run out of fuel in a few days. This is no different than what happens in our scientific 
community today, I can prove this. 
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